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地址 Ardagh Glass Packaging Bellville 
Consol Glass 
9 Sacks Cir, Sacks Circle Industrial,  
Cape Town, 7535

国家 南非

产品/机械
Glass provides the highest level of protection as it acts as a secure barrier to keep products safe and extend their shelf life, even after it’s been
opened. Glass promises to keep your favourite products safe, fresh and tasting just as good as it was intended. From baby food to vegetables, coffee
to sauces, glass bottles and jars are available in every conceivable size and shape.

South African beverage industry is focussed around domestic beer, wine and spirit sales and very recently large growth in export wine and domestic
Flavoured Alcoholic Beverages. Non alcoholic beverages in glass have in recent years seen an increasing trend toward pack differentiation with
Consol producing products for the carbonated soft drinks, fruit juice and the mineral water industries.

A wide range of value-enhancement services affords the opportunity for additional decorative enhancements and creativity, enabling us to execute
design innovations that are relevant, marketable and functional, thereby enhancing our customers’ product features and benefits while supporting their
brand’s positioning. Some of these offerings include, but are not limited to, married runs, push ups, long necks, embossing (internal and external),
debossing, lightweighting, black glass and Vortex .

Company Profile of Ardagh Glass Packaging Bellville

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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Glass is a great choice for beverage packaging because of its endless design possibilities and infinitely recyclable properties. As one of Africa's
leading glass manufacturers, we are able to recycle glass to create beautiful beverage bottles without losing quality or purity in the process.
Glass also helps to retain the freshness of the drink. These bottles are sold in an array of sizes, colours and designs. Glass provides the ideal
packaging, with endless creative possibilities for eye-catching designs and decorative techniques.
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